So Sweet Mini Album by Suzanne Sergi
Supplies:
Lush 2 Turquoise Mini Album
Lush 2 Turquoise Trims
Lush 2 Turquoise Decorative Brads
Lush 2 Turquoise Journaling Pad
Lush 2 Turquoise Rhinestones
Lush 2 Turquoise Buttons
Lush 2 Turquoise Damask paper
Lush 2 Turquoise Flower Paper
Lush 2 Turquoise Stripe paper
Lush 2 Turquoise Houndstooth Paper
Lush 2 Turquoise Polka Dot Paper
Stella Rose Mabel Sweet Title
Stella Rose Gertie Girly Tag
Stella Rose Decorative Trims
Stella Rose Hazel Lovely Decorative Brads
Lush Black Chipboard Letters
Stella Rose Hazel Memories Stamps
Other:
White doilies
String
Glitter
Embossing Folders
Heart Punches
Instructions:
All mini pages were covered with paper, and then cut to size with an exacto knife. Sand
down edges to remove excess paper.
Cover:
Cover with Damask paper. Take the journaling large tag, and adhere white doily. Using a
large circle punch, punch out the title So Sweet from the Stella Rose preprinted title
circle. Adhere to the top of the white doily.
Punch two flowers, and stack on top of one another. Emboss if desired, and attach a
brad through center. Apply adhesive to the edges of flower, and dust glitter on top of
adhesive. Adhere to the left hand side of tag. Cut, and emboss a bird and using pop
dots adhere to the right side of tag. Take your black stripe ribbon, and tie around cover
as shown. Attach tag through the center of ribbon, and tie string into a bow.
First page:
Cover with the dotted paper.

Spell the word cute onto the scallop journaling tag. Cut two hearts, and pop dot them
together. Adhere the number 2. Adhere elements as shown on page on top of the
ribbon.
Second page:
Cover with the solid turquoise paper. Cut one doily in half, and attach to the upper right
hand side of page. Adhere another doily as shown in lower right hand side of page.
Write journaling on note journaling tag. Adhere your photo. Attach journaling. Add a
punched heart to the journaling tag. Adhere button to the heart, and add a small tag.
Embellish tag with a rhinestone.
Third Page:
Adhere the graph paper to page. Adhere photo. Attach a photo corner in the lower right
hand side. Attach the word Sugar on the left hand side. Tuck in a large circle journaling
tag as shown. Using two punched flowers embellish the side of the photo. Attach the &
to the center of large flower.
Fourth Page:
Adhere the graph paper to page. Cut out a large 5 inch circle out of the turquoise paper.
Cut out a 4 inch circle from the flower paper. Layer circles together, and adhere to page.
Stamp the “sun, mon,” word strop on the bracket tag. Adhere the word Spice using the
chipboard letters. Pop dot bracket journaling tag, and adhere to page. Add ribbon, and
punched flower to embellish.
Fifth Page:
Adhere stripe paper to page. Adhere photo, and embellish with two large hearts.
Embellish with doily by folding in half. Finish with banner tag from Stella Rose.
Sixth Page:
Adhere the stripe paper to page. Adhere photo, and tuck a doily so it touches the right
hand side of page. Add sparkle to the Girly title.

Sparkle it Technique:
Run your title face down through the Xyron. Immediately dust glitter on top
to give your embellishment shine, and sparkle!
Adhere title on top of doily as shown. Embellish with three buttons. Finishing
centers with rhinestones.
Seventh Page:
Adhere the houndstooth to the page. Adhere photo. Embellish rectangle tag with
six punched hearts. Finish centers of hearts with buttons, and rhinestones.
Eight Page:

Adhere dotted paper to page. Adhere journaling tag to the left hand side of page.
Embellish with ribbon, and punched heart. Finish heart with button, and brad.

